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THE FUN OF PROCESS

OR GETTING THERE IS MORE FUN
THAN BEING THERE

GERALD

C. TIFFIN

HA

vE YOU EVER DISCOVERED a two-yearold boy busily coloring upon a freshly
painted wall with a delight equaled only
when he smears spaghetti in his hair? All
his needs have been met (he's dry, warm
and full), so we presume he is fulfilling
some nonphysiological need such as selfactualization. He probably has no clear goal
in mind, save the enjoyment derived from
scribbling. All this suggests that it is just
plain fun to act, even to the point of becoming oblivious of goals or even disregarding
them. This is the phenomena which I want
to term, "the fun of process," which manifests itself in many areas of life and finally
has important consequences in theology and
practical religion.
Common experiences in life persuade us
of the likelihood of "the fun of process" in
that we often find the pursuit of a goal more
rewarding than the goal itself. Isn't it often
almost more rewarding planning and antici-

pating a trip than the actual event itself?
Is there not more pleasure derived from the
figuring, refinancing , and construction which
precedes the occupation of a new home than
from living in it? Some who have extensively pursued formal education have discovered more satisfaction in struggling to
meet course and institutional demands than
in holding the degree for which those demands were intended. Judging from the
way some parents want to hold on to their
late adolescents , it must be more enjoyable
raising our children than having raised
them (mothers of pre-school children omitted, of course). Biblically, we ponder why
the rich man decided to build bigger barns,
and we are tempted to conclude that it was
because he found little delight in just the
mere celebration of his full ones.
The importance of process prevails in
life's most serious situations as well. In educational theory and practice, the notion of

GERALD C. TIFFIN is a Profes sor of General Education and Director of Financial Aid at San Jose
Bible College in San Jose, California.
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we spend all our lives trying to attain heaven,

viewing

this life as merely

preparation

process is highly regarded. It is argued that
the process of teaching may be more important than what we teach, thus underlining
the powerful effect of non-verbal communication. It is increasingly evident to many
educators that teaching for the development of intellectual tools , i.e. , strategies ,
critical thinking , etc., and flexible approaches to various kinds of problems may finally
be more helpful in adapting to life's situations than just the rote memorization of
particular canons of truth, handed down
but never internalized. In education then,
process may not be much fun , but is nevertheless deemed very essential.
That process of "fun" in life as a whole ,
ironically can be demonstrated in suffering.
Suffering produces value , in that we seem
to prize most highly those things for which
we save the longest , pay the most , or give
up the most for. Paradoxically , the phenomenon of suffering which is so closely
allied with process, is a source of pleasure
(fun?) for us, if for no other reason than
the fact that it causes us to appreciate life
more.

the doctrine

of heaven

.

The implications of the "fun of process "
when applied to the doctrine of heaven are
intriguing. If we are honest with each other,
few of us really get excited about heaven.
This is due either to our uncertainty about
whether we shall participate in it or more
likely, to our conception ( or misconception)
of it. The common , and often crippling
notion of heaven runs something like this:
it is a place wher e (we really aren 't sure)
we will exist as amorphous spirits and spend
most of our time singing , praying , worship-
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for another

ping, and maybe even reading the Bible.
All this hardly stirs our celestial appetites
because ( 1) we are accustomed to a physical existence and we imagine an immateri al
one would be rather boring , and (2) since
we find singing, praying , worshipping , and
Bible reading a bit difficult to endure in
this life, the thought of doing them "eternally" frightens us , to say the least. More
important , since this life is characterized
by so much suffering which in turn forms
the basis of much of life's meaning for us ,
it is not easy to picture an existence without
pain , sorrow , or disappointment (as promised in Revelation 21).
Could we say that from a human point
of view, it is more fun getting to heaven
than being there; that the process of attaining heaven is more enjoyable in our experience than is the vision of heaven in our
minds? If this is accurate, it helps explain
why most of us prefer to live than to die.
Our conceptions about heaven are important because too many within Christendom still labor under a medieval conception
of salvation-salvation
is for the soul, but
you earn it by being good in your body. If
we are good enough , we hope we will get
to heaven. So we spend all our lives trying
to attain heaven , viewing this life as merely
preparation (or a testing ground) for another life to come , a future life which we
really cannot define except in terms of
"being with God."
To multiply the problem , since we really
aren't that thrilled about the nature of the
next life (since we cannot envision it) ,
this life of preparation for that life becomes
even more miserable , too often characterized by legalistic obedience to law and a
gross concern over the quantification of life.
This leads to the abandonment of seeking
MISSION

quality in life, and negates the full enjoyment of its many dimensions.
The most tragic consequence of "this life
as merely preparation " is our apathy toward the sum-total of life processes, all of
which deeply affect man and his ability to
respond to the gospel. It is unfortunate that
we have convinced ourselves that man
somehow exists in his spiritual life, separate
from social , economic, and political concerns around him.

view of life ...
All of this is quite foreign to the biblical
view of life which goes something like this:
Living is a worthy end, though not a complete or sufficient end in itself. We have
been reconciled to God through Christ and
thus have the promise of eternal life. Human
reason and Bible reading may not give us
specific cues as to the exact nature of
heaven , but the Bible and our Christian
faith persuades us that heaven will make us
whole, complete, and fulfilled as human beings. Furthermore, our faith convinces us
we shall enjoy it, even though we might not
be able to totally understand why at this
time.
Since we have confidence in our reconciliation and that we shall participate in
that future existence called heaven , we
should then turn our attention to increasing the quality of the life we now live, finding satisfaction in the process of living.

NEXT

MONTH

IN

Jesus said much about the quality of life
we are to live-that
we best love God by
loving others, that we love him by doing
as well as by verbalizing , and that our love
for others communicates his love for them.
Our problem is largely definitional. We
have too narrowly defined the word spiritual, usually limiting it in meaning to cerebral activities relating to the soul's pursuit of God. In so doing , we simply and
easily disconnect man's spiritual nature
( which can only be accomplished in our
minds) from the matrix of life, forgetting
that who and what man is, how he responds
to the gospel , and how he expresses his
faith, are integrally related to all processes
of life, including social, sexual , recreational ,
and the rest. Our schizoid definition of the
word spiritual ( which we define as nonmaterial) has led us to view our world as
mostly depraved , evil, repugnant, and if
that isn't enough, unfit for our best human
labors. We in short, have copped out on
life. The processes of life, in which we all
participate , can only be affected and rejuvenated by our participation in them ,
which as Christians must necessarily include
the working of the gospel through us.
We need to view and live life as participation (process) and not as mere preparation for another life. In so doing, the
preparation for that life will be made complete by participation in this life and we'll
have a lot more fun.

m

m1ss1on

The March issue will be centered on the theme of The Spirit.
Warren Lewis revisits the Oakhill Church in his article, GooWITH-Us: WHAT THE SPIRIT 1s SAYINGTo THE OAKHILLCHURCH.
James D. Bales responds to Mr. Lewis in his article, WHAT THE
SPIRIT SAITH To THE CHURCHES.J. W. Roberts offers an exegetical study on the Spirit in Pauline thought, and John McRay traces
the role of the Spirit in church history in his article, WHATEVER
HAPPENED
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of Job
Plague

THE CHALLENGE OF SUFFERING
LEATHA

"'\VT

HUSKEY

WHY
ME? What have I done to deserve
this?" Familiar as this cry is, it is not new
to our atomic age. Neither is it characteristic of only non-believers. Even we who
claim to put our whole trust in God often
find ourselves questioning his justice when
tragedy befalls us. The classic example of
this is Job , reputed to be the most righteous
man of his time , who questioned God for
many chapters when suffering came to him.
This problem of suffering is also dealt with
in the contemporary novel The Plague by
the French atheistic existentialist Albert
Camus. The philosophical approach to the
question of suffering is quite different in
these two stories , however, and through
comparing and contrasting them we can
learn something of what the believer 's approach to the problem of suffering should
be.
The nature of suffering itself is described
in much the same way by these two works .
In both Job and The Plague the suffering
is severe and its victims stricken unawares.
Job , the richest man of the East , loses all
of his possessions and his children through
a series of thefts and storms in one day.
Then , some time later , he is smitten with

boils "from the sole of his foot to his
crown " (Job 2:7). In Camus' The Plague
the ordinary and complacent town of Oran
is smitten with a plague in the 1940 's, long
after such catastrophes were supposedly
overcome. Thousands of people die, and the
victims suffer fully as violently as the festering and itching Job before their death. No
cure or preventive can be found.
Also, in both stories the suffering is more
than physical. Job 's wife, instead of offering comfort and support, insists that he
should give up-- "curse God and die" (Job
2: 9). She does not-perhaps
cannot-understand what he is experiencing. His three
supposed friends try to show him that he
must have brought this on himself. Even if
they were right , their reprimands alienate
Job from them. And the people as a whole
ridicule Job , even spit at him , as an object
of the wages of sin. Job can communicate
his despair and his longings to no one.
Those who come near him only talk at him ;
there is no sharing, no understanding. Their
advice is that of a detached onlooker; Job
suffers alone. Likewise in The Plague, there
is much aloneness . Dr. Rieux , the narrator ,
was separated from his wife just before the

LEATHA HUSKEY is an In stru ctor in En glish at Central Michigan Uni versity. Miss Hu skey, a graduate of th e Univ ersity of Michigan, pr eviously tau ght English at Northw estern High School in Flint ,
Michigan.
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plague broke out and the town was closed.
Th e journalist Rambert from France was
caught in the city when the gates were
closed, thus separating him from the woman
he loved intensely. For a long time he felt
no part of this plague catastroph e. To his
way of thinking it was separate from hima mistake that he happened to be caught
with this suffering mass of mankind-and
he only wanted out. The all encompassing
feeling of estrangement is best shown by
the impossibility of communication. Dr.
Rieux observes that:
Moreover , in his extremity of solitude
none could count on any help from his
neighbor ; each had to bear the load of
his troubles alone . If , by some chance ,
one of us tried to unburden himself or
say something about his feelings, the
reply he got, whatever it might be ,
wounded him. And then it dawned on
him that he and the man with him weren't
talking about the same thing. For while
he himself spoke from the depths of long
days of brooding upon his personal distress, and the image he tried to impart
had been slowly shaped and proved in
the fires of passion and regret , this meant
nothing to the man to whom he was
speaking, who pictured a conventional
emotion , a grief that is traded on the marketplace, mass-produced (The Plague, p.
69).

estrangement
The pain of separation from one another
is surpassed only by the sufferers' estrangement from God. Job continues to believe
that God exists; he calls upon him repeatedly and even says with assurance "I know
that my redeemer liveth" (Job 19:25). But
he feels that God has forsaken him, that he
and God cannot communicate. "Oh , that I
knew where I might find him! ... I would
know the words which he would answer
me, and understand what he would say to
me" (lob 23: 3, 5) . Job cannot accept this
FEBRUARY,

1971

separation with passive resignation. He asks,
pleads , even demands an answer from God .
At no time does Job ask for a material
recompense. It is not the sufferings themselves that he cannot accept; it is rather the
separation from God. He feels he has been
ostracized by God, but he does not understand why. Dr. Rieux in The Plague does
not believe in God as Job does, but he too
feels estranged and lost. When asked "Do
you believe in God , doctor? " he replied
"No , but what does that really mean. I'm
fumbling in the dark, struggling to make
something out" (The Plague , p. 116). Thus
we find that for both of them their greatest
problem was not the physical suffering itself, or even the separation from one another , but tl;le estrangement from any kind
of reason, explanation, or answer.
However , in neither work are the victims
able to reason out an answer. Job insists
that he has not brought it on himself. He
recalls his good works when he was rich;
he is unable to remember any sin. The victims of the plague are equally ignorant.
They are even unable to accept the fact
that it is really plague. The rats die; people
die; the doctors met; plague is suggested ;
people continue to die ; and only when the
death rate reaches thirty in one day does
the Prefect take action and close the town.
It is true that in the Book of Job the reader
is shown at the beginning that Job is being
made to suffer as a test. However , Job does
not know this, nor does he ever find this
out , and it is his reactions that we are interested in. This inside information to the
reader only serves to reinforce the idea,
which will be dealt with later , that there
really is an answer , somewhere , to the riddle of suffering.

shallow reasoning
In both books , however , one answer to
the puzzle of suffering is definitely ruled
out . It is not a retribution for sin. Job 's
friends move from helpful suggestion to
[231] 7

according to Job there is a reason, some kind of order,
though

man

is too limited

to understand

sarcasm to vindictiveness as they insist he
must have sinned. If Job did not sin, then
his family or his ancestors must have done
so; to them there is no other explanation.
This was not just their view but the accepted opinion of the people. However ,
when God finally does appear , the friends
are punished. God says to Eliphaz , the first
friend , "My wrath is kindled against thee ,
and against thy two friends: for ye have
not spoken of me the thing that is right ,
as my servant Job hath" (Job 42: 7). In
The Plague, Father Paneloux holds a view
similar to that of Job 's friends. In his first
sermon to the people, after the plague is
in full swing, he preaches with much emotion and determination , "Thus from the
dawn of recorded history the scourge of
God has humbled the proud of heart and
laid low those who hardened themselves
against Him" (The Plague, p. 87). His sermon is not very well received; and he has
many second thoughts before his death. His
assurance is especially shaken by witnessing
the agonizing death of a small child. Dr.
Rieux defies him saying, "That child , anyhow, was innocent , and you knew it as well
as I do," and Paneloux does not dispute
this (The Plague , p. 196). He defends himself by saying that we must love what we
cannot understand. Paneloux's faith is obviously shaken , and he has the choice of
either giving up his belief in a rationally
just God or following his position to its
logical conclusion. As he says, "We must
believe everything or deny everything" (The
Plague, p. 202). Since he does not dare to
turn against God , he chooses the former
alternative. Believing that suffering is God's
will, and man must love what he cannot
understand , then man would sin in trying
to overcome suffering. And thus when
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it

Paneloux takes the plague , he refuses to
see a doctor. His case of the plague had
somewhat different symptoms than most of
the others, and when he died the doctors
recorded him as a "doubtful case. " This
symbolizes his attitude toward a rational
system of justice as well. Though he didn't
give up , his position became absurd. Job's
friends and Paneloux turned out to be the
victims of their own shallow reasoning.

resolution

.

What , then is the answer to this eternal
puzzle of suffering? In both cases the victims never find out why it has happened.
However , in the Book of Job Job is convinced that there is a reason, though it is
beyond his comprehension , while the characters in The Plague feel that a reason does
not exist. God appears to Job in a whirlwind and challenges him with questions
as to the nature of existence and the universe. When Job cannot answer, he sees
that likewise he cannot expect to understand the puzzle of suffering. Job humbles
himself before God and repents for presuming to ask. The Plague does not have nearly
so positive a resolution. Though the few
survivors are reunited with their loved ones ,
that is the extent of "reward." Dr. Rieux
comments , "But for those who aspired beyond and above the human individual toward something they could not even imagine, there had been no answer" (The
Plague, p. 271). And herein lies the central difference in the two philosophies of
these stories: according to Job there is a
reason, some kind of order, though man is
too limited to understand it. But to the
existential atheist Camus , there is no reason. If there is a God , Dr. Rieux says,
MISSION

"since the order of the world is shaped by
death, mightn't it be better for God if we
refuse to believe in Him . . . ?" (The
Plague, p. 118). Thus while both acknowledge the incomprehensibility of the universe,
Job accepts that there is an order while
Campus' characters deny that there is any
order except that shaped by death.
Yet, in spite of this central difference , it
is striking to note that a similar attitude
toward life is suggested by both. Job does
not teach passive acceptance; he struggled
to understand and was rewarded. The Plague
does not suggest passive resignation: as Dr.
Rieux says, " . . . it's no reason for giving
up the struggle" (The Plague, p. 118).
Though he does not believe in God or any
order , the doctor continues to fight for his
patients' lives, often getting only four hours
of sleep in a night. He is the perfect Camus
absurd hero , a type of the legendary Sisyphus, realizing there is no hope ( the plague
will return again even if defeated now) , but
finding satisfaction in the struggle and not
taking comfort in feelings of humility or
atonement. Both books show characters who
continue to struggle and to search without
finding a solution.
The effect or result of struggle is positive
in both books, although it is not the same.
Job gains a kind of wisdom, a spiritual insight, from his suffering. Though he does
not come to understand "why," yet he does
gain a real faith in God as opposed to his
former detached belief. Job confesses to
God, "I have heard of thee by the hearing
of the ear: but now mine eye seeth thee"
(Job 42: 5). And this, after all, was the
greatest part of his struggle. To be reconciled to God was his chief plea throughout
the extent of his suffering. Now Job understands fully his position in the universe: he
has found his identity in relationship to
God and hence to the rest of the world. Dr.
Rieux , too , shows that one learns by suffering. After explaining his philosophy that one
must struggle against life as he finds it,
Rieux was asked , " 'Who taught you all
FEBRUARY,
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this, doctor?' The reply came promptly:
'Suffering' " ( The Plague, p. 118). To
Camus , man does not gain faith or humility,
but he does become stronger through exerting himself against the injustice: " . . . to
state quite simply what we learn in a time
of pestilence: that there are more things
to admire in men than to despise" ( The
Plague, p. 278).
This difference in opinion concerning the
results of suffering represents a vast difference in the philosophies of Job and The
Plague. Job finally achieves a kind of joy,
a spiritual resolution, that the characters of
The Plague never know. Through his suffering and struggles Job comes to be what
Kierkegaard would call a "prodigy"-a real
man of faith. He manages to "see God"
and to accept the difficult paradox that
though the universe is absurd and seems
unjust, yet with God all things are possible.
He argues and protests his way to the level
of "infinite resignation, " as Kierkegaard
would call it, as he steadfastly acknowledges
his innocence but accepts the fate that has
befallen. And then something happens that
was not a product of his rational mind:
God appears to him out of a whirlwind.
Whether we interpret this as a physical appearance of God to Job , or as the jump
from resignation to faith , this is the sublime
moment Job has been yearning for. Some
versions end the story at this point , though
others go on to say that the material goods
are restored-even twofold. But the climax
comes at the moment when Job grasps God ,
and thereby his own existence, and with
this victory he gains an ecstatic peace that
is indescribable. After this, the gains or
losses of the finite world have relatively
little importance to Job. Such peace and
joy are never known to the characters of
The Plague. They never move above a kind
of resignation. Dr. Rieux and his friends
recognize the absurdity of the universe;
they acknowledge the impossibiilty of overcoming. But the only happiness they ever
have is in struggle .itself, in mad revolt.
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They fight against the absurd but they have
no faith, no hope, even no dream of overcoming. They define themselves and come
to grips with their existence only through
revolt against that to which they have resigned themselves. It is in this revolt that
Camus finds satisfaction: in the strength of
man to stubbornly scorn an absurd universe.
Clearly, both of these works issue challenges to man. But the challenges are very

different. The Book of Job holds up as its
goal a sublime and miraculous grasp of God
to be achieved only through suffering, struggle and faith. The Plague shows only the
questionable nobility of continued struggle
against inevitable defeat. The challenge we
accept will depend upon whether or not we
truly include a supreme being as an implicit
part of the framework of the universe.

m
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Young Girls Crying
Do you mean those young girls standing there?The ones who are crying so?
It's a funeral for a baby four months old,
And girls . . . Well . . . You know.
No, I don't think they're any kin;
The family's all in there.
But the way they're grieving and carrying on
They must have some cause to care!
They look like girls you see at church.
The mothers know them wellThose girls who always want to help
By holding the babies a spell.
But what's the matter? Are you not well?
The sun is burning so!
Look, there's a bench beneath that oak;
Let's rest before we go.

CLEO WIMBISH
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CHURCH MUSIC

THEN AND NOW
DANIEL

J

HARDING

BURTON

that we are guilty of gross
neglect in failing to develop in the church
a tradition of great music. While it is true
that worthy preaching, teaching and public
prayer leading in our brotherhood may be
also very occasional, these areas are near
perfection compared to the present plight
of church music.
MAINTAIN

reconstructing

musical practice

.

We insist, rightly or wrongly, that our patterns of worship approximate New Testament patterns as closely as possible, and
therefore we should know as much as we
can know about first-century practice.
The Bible is clear that early Christians
sang in praise to God and in teaching each
other, but how they went about it is not
widely understood. We know they sometimes used psalms as texts, and Ephesians
and Colossians list "hymns and spiritual
songs" additionally. Beyond this we have
not the vaguest biblical hint as to what
they did musically. From other records we
do know what were the traditions of musical practice of the times, and we can recon-

struct with relative security many aspects
of early Christian worship.
We may be certain that when the first
Christians sang together they sang in unison, since the concept of different people
simultaneously singing different parts developed nearly a millenium after Christ's
birth, and the major-minor system, which
is used for our current church music, was
not fully developed before the seventeenth
century.
We may logically assume that first century Christians continued much of their
Jewish ( or Greek or whatever) musical
practice with Christian sentiments superimposed, since musical systems are normally products of long periods of time,
frequently spanning centuries. Ancient Jewish practice included a system of a number
of musical formulae-melodic
fragmentswhich could be combined at the discretion
of the singer to fit his text and its mood.
The fragments were generally precomposed,
but the selection and combination were up
to the singer, who was, therefore, halfway
improvising as he went. They certainly did
not have hymnbooks to standardize mat-

DANIEL HARDING BURTON is an Instructor in Piano at Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas. Mr.
Burton is a graduate of Memphis State University.
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we can find fulfillment

by taking

fullest

advantage

in our music worship
of our musical

ters, but they did have complete melodies
which they all knew and sang together, as
do we.
Jewish practice included group singing,
antiphonal singing ( one group alternating
with another group), and responsorial singing ( a leader alternating with the congregation).
There is little other knowledge of first
century music available to us from any
source. Music was seldom notated, and
what little ancient music was written down
we cannot be certain of understanding or
correctly reproducing, since musical notation was not standardized until much, much
later. Music was an aural tradition , subject
to continual change, depending largely upon
the music traditions of the geographical
area.

in today's

worship

Current church music differs in practice
from that of New Testament times in a
number of ways:
( 1) It is almost invariably four-part
rather than unison.
(2) It is based on the major-minor system of the Baroque , Classic and Romantic
periods rather than whatever quasi-oriental
system prevailed at New Testament places
in New Testament times.
(3) It completely excludes improvisation.
We make a fettish of following the hymnbook on the basis of "decency and order ,"
and anyone who misses a note as written
is less than sinless.
( 4) It consists almost always, if not entirely, of the participation of all the congregation all of the time with no antiphonal,
responsorial or solo singing ( 1 Corinthians
14: 26 seems to have reference to solo singing).

12 [236)
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heritage

We certainly could go a long way toward
reconstructing first-century church music
practice if we were thus inclined. We could
eliminate four-part harmony and sing in
unison; we could utilize improvisation in
singing or chanting with a leader (it is really
not difficult, but it does require a system,
which we could perhaps adapt from current
Jewish or oriental music); we could include
solo exhortation and antiphonal and responsorial singing.

unscriptural

practices?

But before we burn the hymnbooks and
denounce Bach , Beethoven and Sanderson ,
perhaps we should examine the reasons that
the early church chose to execute their musical worship as they did.
Music of an ethnic group is primarily a
form of communication which functions as
a uniting force , much as does language. The
early Christian family improvised, used
Jewish melodies, sang in unison, sang antiphonally and responsorially simply because
it was part of their cultural heritage to do
so. God no more specified the system or the
procedure than he limited his worship to a
single language. We may certainly benefit
from knowing what was done by Spiritfilled first-century Christians in the way of
music , but we have access to the same Spirit
and can find fulfillment as completely in
our music worship as they did in theirs , by
taking fullest advantage of our musical
heritage.
Since the first century , music has developed greatly and we have access to a wealth
of material , styles and proc edures which
were not available to ea rlier periods. All of
this is our music al heritage in the same way
that everything that had developed musicalMISSION

ly prior to the first century was potentially
the musical heritage of the early Christians.
On this basis we could logically incorporate
into our worship musical practices which
were not a part of first-century church worship. Hymns of four-part construction , as
well as many other forms unknown to the
first century, find ample justification in this
logic.

vitality
We do ourselves great i_njustice, however ,
in limiting our music worship to four-part
hymns , frequently of questionable content
both musically and poetically. The following
ideas may be taken as a few musical suggestions which we could scripturally follow
in our worship in light of the foregoing
discussion. This particular set is colored by
a distinct leaning toward historical authenticity, for the benefit of those of us who
may agree cerebrally but not emotionally
with the previously drawn conclusions.
( 1) Use songs which consist only of a
melody without harmony. Thus unencumbered, a melody can often express text content far more successfully than four-part
harmony. An enormous body of beautiful ,
pure melody exists in our musical culture.
Other groups have used a cappella unison
singing successfully for centuries.
(2) Incorporate antiphonal singing. Some
hymns , for instance , lend themselves to
question and answer division, while others
may be divided by stanzas. Christians , too ,
can learn by listening.
( 3) Combine responsorial and improvisatory singing. A good leader with a little
practice can improvise patterns to which
the congregation can respond by repeating
what the leader has sung, or with precomposed answers. The psalms lend themselves
particularly well to this approach.
( 4) Learn songs for which the congregation has no music. The effects of freedom
from the hymnbook and the beauty of comradeship in sharing a meaningful song are
FEBRUARY,
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extremely rewarding. Folksongs and spirituals can be very successfully used.
( 5) Use short choruses or chants frequently and without announcement , occasionally repeating once or twice on different
dynamic levels.
( 6) Permit special groups or soloists to
sing to the congregation in the spirit of
exhortation, not entertainment.
(7) Search out chorales , hymns and
songs of ennobling textual and musical content to replace the appalling body of inferior
dance hall music and maudlin poetry that
occupies the greater part of some of our
most frequently used hymnbooks. We
thoughtlessly give our Lord considerably
less than our best in our musical worship.
Complexity is no guide to a hymn's worth ,
but dignity , well-organized thought, beautiful language and appropriate musical setting can be taken as general indications of
a hymn's value.
These few suggestions alone can provide
immense variety from our often stale, foursquare music worship, and a creative mind
can conceive other ideas just as valid and
fu·lly acceptable to New Testament standards. We are utilizing only a small fraction
of our religious musical heritage; deeper
immersion in the vast variety available to
us will cost but little effort and can revitalize congregational worship.
Hopefully someday our songbooks will
include a greater diversity of musical content as well as higher quality music and
texts , but until then we can substantially
improve congregational nourishment by supplementing the thus-far strict diet of hymns
with other musical forms. Breaking the
bonds of hymnbook slavery by introducing
music of less static , aurally learned nature
may well serve better the communicative
duties of church music and can make an
important contribution to the development
of a closer spirit of fraternity during worship. Involvement in music and texts which
ennoble the soul of man can bring us all
closer to the perfect harmony of heaven. ITI
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THE ACTION OF GOD
IN THE BLACK REVOLUTION
JAMES ROBERT ROSS

WHERE
Is GOD at work in the world today? Some people believe that God is alive
only in the church , perhaps even only in
a part of the church-that
part to which
they belong. This temptation to identify
one's personal religion with the totality of
the power and work of God has afflicted
the people of God from the time of Jeremiah to that of John the Baptist and beyond. But the fact is that God is not limited
to the church nor to Israel nor to any group
of people or nation. He can annoint a pagan
Cyrus or Nebuchadnezzar. Or he can raise
up children of Abraham from the rocks of
the earth. It is true that the church is the
place where the name of Jesus is confessed
and where the gospel of God 's. grace toward men is proclaimed , but that does not
mean that the Spirit who raised Jesus from
the dead is at work only in the church .
Therefore , if we wish to find out what God
is doing in the world , particularly in the
revolutionary developments in American

race relations , we cannot limit ourselves to
the church.

judgment

upon white

racism

In the light of the biblical revelation of God
I see the hand of God in at least four
phenomena of the black revolution. First,
God appears in the work of judgment upon
white racism and upon various. ugly forms
of oppression and discrimination in our nation. Martin Luther can help us understand
this phenomenon with his distinction between the proper work of God and the
strange work of God. God 's proper work,
that which reflects his real intention and
desire for men, is the work of grace and
mercy most perfectly accomplished in Jesus
Christ. But if God loves men , he hates anything which opposes that love. The opposition of God to that which opposes his love
is what Luther called God's strange work.
Thus the fiery judgment of God against all
unrighteousness of men is truly the work of

JAMES ROBERT ROSS is a campu s mini ster at E astern Illinoi s University. Dr. Ross, a graduate of
Emory University, was form erly an Associate Profe ssor of Philo sophy at Alabama A & M Univ ersity
where he was a particip ant in th e Thirt een College Curriculum Progr am, a consortium of predominantly Negro colleges.
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God , and although it appears strange or
foreign to God, who is love, it is a necessary manifestation of his character when
his love for man is threatened by the evil
designs of certain rebellious creatures. It is
in this way that we can see how much of
the apparent evil in the black revolution , for
example, the hatred and destruction of
property in riots , is God's strange work of
judgment upon a racist society.
Stewart Alsop quotes from some of the
letters which he has received from angry
blacks. One writes:
Blacks endured your honky degradation
and lynchings and bombings. Why? Why
did black people wait this long before
striking back? The plain fact is we just
weren't ready ... more importantly , we
were afraid to die. But honkies like you
are unable to realize this because in your
white myopia you think that houseniggers-in-chief . . . can save you from
extinction. Five years from now, when
you're wearing your battle gear and covering the street battles between white and
black , just remember that back in 1968 ,
one black man warned you of the coming holocaust . . . 1
This letter reflects one of many negative
and destructive signs of the black revolution , but I think we will be interpreting
these signs correctly if we realize that God
is attempting to get our attention even
though he has , in a manner of speaking ,
found it necessary to hit us over the head
with a two-by-four in order to do so. The
crucial question for white America is this:
can it recognize the sin which has overtaken it, a sin in which practically all of us
have participated at least through quiet acquiesence to the structures of our social
order? Can the white Christian see that he
is the man , not communism or liberalism?
The promise of God's grace as well as the
threat of his judgment is extended to those
whose conscience is pricked by the insults
which America has heaped upon the black
man.
FEBRUARY,
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Let us not deceive ourselves. Our hearts
are corrupt and deceitful above all things.
And the black militant may be God 's
Nathan-let
us pray not his Nebuchadnezzar-sent to the church , his insensitive and
sinful David. He points to us and says, "You
are the man. " Salvation, healing, forgiveness
and peace , which are God's proper work ,
depend upon confession of sin. But how can
they confess who have not been convicted?
And how can they be convicted who have
not heard? How beautiful , then , are the
black feet which bring us the hard but
healthy news of our blindness and coldness
of heart.

encouraging

signs

Beyond the judgment of God upon America
in the black revolution I believe that there
are several positive factors at work in our
midst. There are signs that some Christians
are awakening to the meaning of the commandment to love one's neighbor in a black
context. Admittedly there are contrary signs
which indicate that Christianity , especially
so-called fundamentalist Christianity , continues to be the most reactionary , racist
force in the nation. Witness , for example ,
the church bulletin in my home town which
advertises the position of the church as ( 1 )
independent , ( 2) fundamental , ( 3) premillenial , ( 4) patriotic , and ( 5) segregational.
Nevertheless , there are encouraging signs
of the reconciling work of the Holy Spirit
among God's people. President Houtz of
Southeastern Christian College tells about
a Georgia co-ed who was scandalized a few
years ago when she learned that a middleaged gospel minister who happened to be
black planned to enroll in one of the college's evening Bible courses. "Why Brother
Houtz ," she cried , "they 'll be marrying before we know it!" A few years later in a
Bible study class that same young woman
testified that in spite of the emotional blocks
still posed by her cultural background she
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was learning to understand and appreciate
the simple humanity of her black neighbors
as never before.
I have been privileged to have a small
inter-racial dialogue group in my own home ,
one of many that have sprung up over the
country. Local congregations in the South
now accept members without regard to race.
All of these things are signs of a new spirit
in the air , a spirit of love and compassion
which can only come from the God who
showed his love for us by thoroughly integrating himself with us.
It is easy for such talk of love and kindness to degenerate into an unrealistic sentimentalism , which ignores the hard problems left to us by three centuries of discrimination. Many blacks today see a need
for some degree of separatism in order to
unify themselves , to explore their own solutions to their own problems , and to develop black leadership. Paternalistic minded
whites need to keep hands off unless they
are invited to perform a specific service in
the black community. However, the church
of Jesus Christ has within itself no divine
walls , racial or otherwise. If we must recognize certain walls for historical reasons , we
must at the same time learn to close ranks
among all believers both black and white.
The church , in fact, has a grand opportunity to demonstrate the power of the gospel
to reconcile men to God and to one another
in a relationship devoid of condescension ,
suspicion and bitterness.

real justice
Love requires as a m1mmum real justice.
Blacks have reminded us that they really
do care about our love as long as they can
receive a measure of real justice. Yet our
nation has a long way to go in order to
realize the ideals of justice and freedom
enunciated by the Declaration of Independence , the Bill of Rights , and the prophets
of Israel. At this point we would do well to
recall the words of the Magnificat , Mary 's
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hymn of praise to God for his work in conceiving within her body the Son of God:
He has shown strength with his arms , he
has scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts , he has put down the
mighty from their thrones , and exalted
those of low degree; he has filled the
hungry with good things , and the rich he
sent empty away. '.)
The God of Abraham , Isaac and Jacob
and the God and Father of Jesus Christ is
the God of the oppressed , the orphan and
the widow. He heard the cry of a slave
people in Egypt and delivered them. In the
law of Moses he made special provisions for
the poor. For example , when grain or fruit
was harvested, part of it was to be left in
the fields for the poor. And every seven
years all debts were to be forgiven. Who
can deny that the God who made such laws
takes a special concern for the sharecropper , the domestic , and the poor of every
color? I cannot help but rejoice at the economic and political advances of my black
neighbors. And the man who opposes such
advances may find himself opposing the
power of God. You may choose to fight
with Pharaoh. As for me, I will fight with
the God of Moses.
There are today more than five hundred
elected blacks in public office. Before passsage of the 1965 Federal Voting Rights Act
the number was seventy. Negro voter registration has jumped more than 500 percent
and continues to rise. America has a long
way to go in doing right by the black man,
the Indian, the Puerto Rican, the Mexican
wet-back, and multitudes of poor whites.
But where we see signs that justice is being
done , there , we may be sure , God is at
work. Shall not the God of all the earth
do right?
Charles Evers , whose brother Medgar
Evers , was killed a few years ago in Mississippi , is the first post-Reconstruction mayor
in that deep South state. Charles tells the
story of how he and Medgar as little boys
were sitting on the steps of a Mississippi
MISSION

Black
that

county courthouse. Senator Theodore Bilbo ,
a segregationist and racist from the old
school , came out of the courthouse and saw
the boys. "Get those niggers out of here ,"
Bilbo said . "The next thing you know
they 'll be running for office." Med gar then
turned to his brother and remarked , "That 's
not a bad idea. " No , that was not a bad
idea. In the words of the Magnificat God
has "scattered the proud and exalted those
of low degree."

the reflection

of God in black ...

My final point is most fundamental and the
one least understood by many Christians.
We have seen how unchristian attitudes and
unjust social structures have been called
into question-indeed , have received the
harshest judgment in recent years. Much of
this we accept as the strange work of God .
In a more positive vein there are a few
signs of increased compassion and understanding between blacks and whites. Another hopeful sign is the fact that blacks
have begun to share a measure of this
country 's great economic and political
power. But the most important change , I
believe , is a change in black consciousnes s.
I am referring to the black man 's increasingly conscious identification and positive
affirmation of himself as black. This change
is symbolized in the dramatic slogans of
"Black Power" and "Black is beautiful."
Black Power evokes in many of us images
of blacks running through the streets looting and burning. This reaction only shows
how emetional we become when our traditions are threatened and how those irrational emotions block out what is really
going on around us. One of the best definitions of the economic and political signifiFEBRUARY ,
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Power

is a rejection

of the heresy

blacks are not really human

. . .

cance of Black Power is found in the book
by that name co-authored by Stokley Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton. 3 They
write that Black Power
is a call for black people in this country
to unite , to recognize their heritage , to
build a sense of community. It is a call
for black people to begin to define their
own goals , to lead their own organizations and to support those organizations.
It is a call to reject the racist institutions
and values of this society. 4
Black Power is not a new gospel to which
any man, black or white , owes absolute
allegiance. Slogans are no better than their
use, and Black Power has sometimes been
misused. Nevertheless , we must realize that
the fundamental significance of Black Power
is the black man 's discovery and affirmation
of his integrity and manhood. Theologically
Black Power is a rediscovery and selfrealization of the image of God , the reflection of God in black. In effect Black Power
is a rejection of the heresy that blacks are
not really human , or if they are human ,
that they are cursed to be the slaves of
whites.
"Black is beautiful" is a poetic affirmation of the truth that all men including black
men are created in the image of God. What
God has made is good-beautiful , if you
please. Recently one of my pale-faced
friends , who is a very fundamental Christian , remarked that he had never seen an
attractive black woman. In other words,
black to him was synonomous with ugliness ,
and by implication white was synonomous
with beauty. This evaluation of brown skin ,
thick lips, and kinky hair corrupts my friend
because it leads him to assume an innate
aesthetic superiority in himself , and it is
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only a short step to an assumption of a
mental or moral superiority. (There is also
a kind of irony about his aesthetic judgment
since he himself is quite short, baldheaded ,
and in every way a non-candidate for the
title of Mr. America.)
Because of the political , social , and cultural dominance of whites in our countryand to some degree because of the metaphors built into our linguistic tradition- 5
the divinity of whiteness has not only been
believed by whites but it has also infected
blacks who have been subconsciously brainwashed into believing that white is beautiful
and that black is ugly. Witness the black's
efforts to straighten his hair and his preference for the lighter skinned members of his
race. For example, a Negro family with a
light-skinned daughter would often discourage her from marrying a darker beau. And
Negro school teachers have been accused
of favoring their lighter-complexioned students. The demonic effects of this pervasive
atmosphere of "whiteness" is reflected in
every emotionally scarred child who hates
what God has made him.
The janitor and yard man for our apartment building in Atlanta was a Negro ,
whom we called Albert. Like so many other

Negroes no one ever called him by his last
name or even knew what it was. He was
the typical southern houseboy. He kept his
place , shuffled his feet, came to the back
door , and moved to the side when he passed
whites on the street. Perhaps many of my
neighbors felt comfortable around Albert.
He certainly presented no threat to many
of our long cherished customs. But I have
the idea that a creature made in the image
of God should look like a man and act like
a man , and I feel distinctly uncomfortable
around anyone whose personal dignity has
been reduced to a thin , obsequious smile.
Therefore, I rejoice in the affirmation of
black dignity symbolized by "Black is beautiful. " Such an affirmation does not automatically guarantee sainthood. However , the
most virulent hatred in a black man is a
very real, if distorted, sign of his essential
humanity. Only a high creature can fall so
low as to hate his fellows. Only a real man
can sin--0r not sin. Such categories are not
applicable to animals. Therefore, although
I do not applaude every manifestation of
racial identity and race pride , I do approve
and support the sense of human dignity
which is a prerequisite for contemporary
manifestations of such pride.
IIl ·

Stewart Alsop, "The Coming Holocaust ," Newsweek ( March 3, 1969), 92.
Luke 1 :51-53.
3 Stokely Carmicha el an d Charle s V. Hamilton,
Black Power ( New York: Random Hous e Vintage
Book, 1967). I do not en dor se eve ry statement mad e by Carmichael , particularl y thos e advocating
violent revolution ba sed on race hatred. My edi ted anthology, Violence or Nonviolence in the Black
Revolution, published by Sheed and Ward, explor es th e ethical dimensions of the black debate on
violence.
4 Carmichael
and Hamilton, p. 44.
;; For exampl e, the Bible uses white as a symbol of good and darkness as a symbol of evil (John 3:
19; Rev. 19:8, 14; et. al).
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Notice to Readers
Reade rs who reside in or around Abilene, Texas, and tho se who will be present for the Annual Lecture ship of Abilene Christian College are invit ed to attend a dinner and meetin g with th e ed itor at
5 p.m. on Monday, 22 February, at Samba's Restaurant 401 Westwood ( off N. 6th). The editor of
M1ss10N will be pr esen t to discuss th e publication and to answer questions. The dinner will be Dutch
treat .
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KNOWLEDGE
that probably a full fifty
percent of our young people in the. church
will lose interest in serving God a few years
after they leave home is indeed frightening
and elicits from most people in the church
the question , "What can we do to keep our
youth in the church? " As a senior in college, I can look back on my high-school
years and recall the specific attitudes and
actions of Christians that helped strengthen
my trust in God , as well as those which
alienated me. It is my prayer that these
observ ations will point out what the church
can do to the end that a greater percentage
of our young people will be set on fire for
God and will serve him all of their lives.
A necessity for effective dealing with
young people is a sincere respect for them ,
a respect that is both sensed by the student
and is communicated to him verbally. The
high-school and college student is at the
awkward point where he abhors being considered a child or being treated as one , yet
he has not attained legal adulthood or economic independence. For the members of
the congregation to treat him as an adult ,
and to respect his ideas as meaningful and
important is a significant step in developing
rapport with him and in making him feel
like a significant member of the congregation. Because of the student's lack of experience and his age, it is very easy to assume that his ideas and objections are of
little importance. There is also the danger
of treating the young individual as if he
were still a child , especially if the members
have seen him grow up through childhood
over the years. Both of these attitudes must
be avoided if the church expects to have
any of its youth continue to participate
actively in its programs. While it is understood that he is hampered by his shortage
THE
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of knowledge and experience , to deny him
respect, to refuse to value his opinions and
to continue to consider him a child is to
cut him off from any further guidance and
to insure his disenchantment with the people in the church. This is critical in light
of the way in which his school and peers
usually treat him as a mature , responsible
adult. A missionary during the first century summed up this idea of respect for
youth when he said , "Let no one slight you
because you are young . . . "t While this
admonition was directed to a young man in
the first century, the church today would do
well to heed its message.

assimilate

the youth

Another critical need today is for each local
congregation to assimilate the youth into
its program , and to challenge him to actively contribute to its endeavors. Young Christians have been sold "cheap Christianity ,"
cookbook style , for too long, and unless
they see the challenging life of total surrender required by Jesus they will discard life
with Christ as not worth the effort. But how
can they be challenged and worked into the
church program? A member of a Missouri
congregation once told me that the church
didn't know exactly what to do with its college students; until they got married and
were incorporated into the active young
married couples' group there was no real
place for them in the church program. This
ignoring of a tremendous source of manpower and vitality today is one of the
greatest tragedies , and will continue to be
a great contributing factor to the loss of
youth. In my own experience , the main
thing that kept me interested in God was
the fact that I was challenged and given
plenty to do-meaningful
contributionswhile I was still in high school. In fact ,
when I was only a sophomore or junior I
was incorporated into the Bible School program , first by being a co-teacher for awhile ,
and then later given a class to teach my-
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self. I believe we are missing a great opportunity here by not using our young people
more in our teaching program , both because
they are so eager to contribute and put in
the time and because they can usually best
relate to the students near their age , being
able to understand their problems and preferences , and using examples that are more
realistic to the students. The bias against
using high-school and college students in a
teaching capacity is often interpreted as an
insult to the ability and maturity of the
student , and should be erased immediately.
Obviously, discretion must be used in each
case , as many students neither want to nor
are ready to teach , but categorically to deny
all the opportunity to teach is a drastic mistake. Other areas of contribution can include benevolent and personal work efforts ,
such as door knocking, gathering food and
clothing for the poor , and helping in teaching cottage meetings. The beauty of many
of these congregational efforts is that all
members , young and old , work together,
side by side, and the young person sees the
reality of the oneness in Christ 2 and the
importance of his contributions
to the
church effort. An important thing to remember in providing opportunities for youth is
that it is imperative that the youth be interested in them, and preferably that they
ask for and do the organization themselves ,
or else it will probably die from a lack of
interest. A problem to avoid is simply giving them busywork: waiting on the table ,
scripture readings, fellowships or building
cleaning parties are never substitutes for
challenging , productive , meaningful work
for God. When challenged and involved , all
agree that youth provide an almost endless
source of energy and zeal, heretofore relatively untapped.

Christian

examples

Another important need of young people
today is Christian examples , especially
among the older members. The gap between
MISSION

profession and practice needs to be bridged ,
and the victorious and joyful life in Christ
needs to be seen in others as well as discussed in the classes and from the pulpit.
One of the most rewarding experiences for
me was to see elders , elders' wives and
members who were actively living for God
-praying
for others , opening their homes
to us, bringing food and clothing to needy
people , studying their Bibles regularly and
deeply , and taking a sincere interest in the
young people in their congregations. All
the teaching in the world is worthless unless it is backed up by the lives of the
Christians they see.
The value of Christian fellowship with
other young people cannot be underestimated , as peer group influences tend to be
extremely strong through the years of young
adulthood. To be associated with other
Christian teenagers who are on fire for
Christ is usually one of the best influences
imaginable , and the contagious nature of
this dedication cannot be denied. In many
cases , a small group of converted young
people has excited the youth of a whole
city , as I witnessed last summer in San
Diego.
Another aspect of Christian living that
needs to be communicated to youth is the
necessity of personal Bible study. A failing
of our Bible Schools and Christian colleges' required Bible courses is that the impression is sometimes given that this is the
main thrust of the Christian 's Bible exploration. Such is simply not the case-it is impossible for a person to gain all the Bible
knowledge he needs without spending a
significant portion of his time alone studying and contemplating the scriptures-the
classroom situation is a time to share what
he's learned and to gain from the other individu als' studying and resources and opinions . No amount of indoctrination , workbooks , indepth studies and discussion groups
can take the place of personal Bible study
on the part of every Christian , and a failure
to get young people searching for themFEBRUARY,
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selves will lead to weak adult members who
are unsure of why they believe what they
do and are incapable of communicating to
anybody else the reason for their faith and
how this person can appropriate God's
cleansing.

. . . encounter

with Jesus

But the most urgent need for young people
today is a direct , personal encounter with
Jesus the Christ. This may sound trivial,
as one would think that with our Bible
classes, worship services , fellowships and
parties for the youth , they would have
naturally met Jesus face to face , but the
sad fact is that this is not the case in the
majority of the instances. One fault can be
the emphasis of our teaching program and
indoctrination. We spend a great deal of
time emphasizing the church , its entrance
requirements , leadership , structure , function
and origin , and overlook presenting its purchaser , head and lord. I hope I am wrong ,
but examine your Bible School program,
junior high on up , and see if there isn't a
marked absence of emphasis of the Lordship of Christ in our lives and his present
active reality. In a Vacation Bible School
class I taught last summer , we surveyed
some often-overlooked aspects of Jesus'
life, and the tragedy is that for many this
was the first real experience learning about
the man Jesus and how he lived while here
on earth. No amount of knowledge about
the church , the Revelation to John, Paul's
journeys or the cases of conversion can substitute for knowing Jesus. While knowledge
about him is not sufficient, it seems to be a
necessary prerequisite for knowing him personally and meeting him face to face. Before young people can acquire a personal
faith they must encounter man 's savior , and
it is this, the personal encounter and surrender of their lives to him , that needs to
be stressed in our talking with them, and
it is that facet of our lives that they need to
see clearly.
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...

before he left home

The main worry among church members is
that the young person will "lose his faith "
when he leaves home, and it is preparing
him so that this need not be true should be
the main thrust of the Bible School curriculum and the encouragement he receives.
Contrary to all beliefs, it is not the theory
of organic evolution or atheistic professors
or sinning fellow-students that cause this
"loss of faith. " If a young person is shaken
by these things and falls away because of
them or any other challenges to his faith ,

it is obvious that his trust in God was faulty
before he ever left home. Campus Ambassador had an article that said, "How about
it? Have you lost your faith? Or. did you
ever have it to begin with?" 3 Our worry
shouldn 't be protecting our youth from evil
influences-sooner or later they'll have to
face them-but in helping them to develop
a vibrant faith based on a knowledge of
Christ and an experience of his love and
cleansing. When we accomplish that , we'll
have a group of young people, the church
of today, who will be labeled as having
"turned the world upside down." 4
ITI
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Love Is
(John 14:35)
Love
Love
Love
Love

has no special season.
confronts us unexpected .
goes beyond all reason.
knows him , the resurrected.

Love
Love
Love
Love

is for the poor , the weak.
has no shape , will not conform.
brings courag e to the meek.
acts with power to transform.

Love
Love
Love
Love

breaks down dividing walls.
does not condemn , does not accuse.
picks up whoever falls.
helps and strengthens and renews.

Love
Love
Love
Love

sees no weaknesses or flaws.
is His spirit in our own.
transcends all written laws.
is how we shall be known.

M. L. BALL

I

l
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READERS'

SURVEY

WHAT KIND OF PERSON
READS MISSION, ETC.?

ROY

BOWEN

WARD

KIND OF PERSON reads MISSION?
On the average , he is male , between 30
and 39 years old and he makes between
$5,000 and $10 ,000 per year. He is a minister or teacher , and he is a member of a
Church of Christ. His participation in the
local congregation is as active as it ever was,
but he says that the church meets only some
of his needs. And he thinks that MISSION
makes a needed contribution.
This profile is based on a Readers' Survey conducted last fall by the Trustees of
MISSION. A total of 2760 questionaires were
sent to MISSION subscribers, and a total of
1,070 questionnaires were returned-a
38.8
percent return. The return was higher than
expected , but many of the readers expressed
appreciation for the opportunity to respond.
Although Letters to the Editor are always
welcomed , it is often the case that such
letters represent immediate responses to
particular articles; more often than not , it
is those who disagree with an article who
take the time to write. The Readers ' Survey
WHAT
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offered the opportunity to respond to M1sSION as a whole-it
offered an opportunity
to note the strengths and weaknesses of the
publication.

reader pro file
It is sometimes said that M1ss10N is for the
young. The survey reveals that this is not
quite the case. The largest category of
readers falls in the 30-39 year-old bracket.
And there are almost as many readers over
60 years old as there are in the 18-22 yearold bracket.
Under 18 ....................
3 .... .... 0.3 o/£
18-22 years old .......... 58 ........ 5.4 %
23-29 ····················· ·····283 ........ 26.4 o/c
30-39 .......................... 369 ........ 34.5 %
40-49 ..... ..... ..... ........... 214 ....... .20.0 o
50-59 ······· ········· ····· ····· 99 ........ 9.3
Over 60 .................. .... 5 L ...... 4.8 %
A number of respondents criticized M1sSION for being "too intellectual. " However ,
the survey reveals that the majority of our
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readers have engaged in graduate study. In
answer to the question concerning the highest formal education, our respondents answered:
Grade School .............. 6 ........ 0.6 %
High School ................ 67 ........ 5.3 %
Some college ........... ... 156 ........ 14.6 %
College degree ............206 ........ 19.2 %
Graduate study ............610 ........ 57 .Oo/o
Among the variety of possible occupations , the largest single group of MISSION
readers is ministers , but the whole range
is represent ed. MISSION is, by no means ,
just a "preachers' journal. "
Managerial
or executive ..... ....... 128 ........ 12.0 %
Teacher or professor ..239 ..... ...22.3 %
Minister ...................... 291 ....... .27 .2 %
Professional ................ 142 ....... . 13 .3 %
Sales representative .... 33 ........ 3.1 %
Craftsman , mechanic .. 14 ....... . 1.3%
Government
or military ...... ....... . 62 ........ 5.8 %
Secretary , office
or clerical ............... . 28 ........ 2.6 %
Student ...... ......... ......... 104 .. ...... 9. 7 %
Housewife
(not employed) ...... 98 ........ 9.1 %
Retired ....................... . 20 ........ 1.9%
Other ................. ......... 73 ........ 6.8 %
Generally speaking , MISSIONreaders are
not among the poor , but neither are they
in the upper economic classes.
Under $5,000 .............. 74 ........ 6.9 %
$ 5,000-$10 ,000 ..... ...534 ....... .49.9 %
$10 ,000-$15 ,000 ....... .2 7 8 ........26 .0 %
$15 ,000-$20 ,000 ........ 183 ........ 17.1 %
$20 ,000-$30,000 ........ 117 ........ 10.9 %
Over $30 ,000 .............. 49 ........ 4.6 %

readers'

religion

The over-whelming majority of readers
identify their church affiliation with the
Churches of Christ. But it is worth noting
that most of those who checked "Other"
specified that they were "just Christians " or
"non-denominational Christians. "
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Baptist ........................ 1........ 0.1 %
Christi an Church ........ 33 ........ 3.1 %
Church of Christ ........ 992 ........92.7 %
Disciples of Christ ...... 6 ........ 0.6 o
Methodist .......... .......... 2 ..... ... 0.2 %
Presbyterian ................ 3 ........ 0.3 %
Roman Catholic ....... ... 3 ........ 0.3 %
Other ....... ...... ............ . 42 ........ 3.9 %
When asked about participation in the
local congreg ation , one-fourth of our readers' indicated that they were not as active
as they used to be or were completely inactive.
More active ................ 345 ........32.2 %
As active as ever ....... .431.. ..... .40.3 %
Not as active as before 240 ....... .22.4 %
Completely inactive .... 37 ........ 3.4 %
The readers were asked concerning their
"present attitude toward the church ," and
in answering this question they reflected
a wide variety of atttiudes toward the
"church ." Some readers understood "church "
to mean the New Testament church and
commented in the margin that "the body
of Christ meets all of my needs!" Others
marked out the word "church ," substituted
the word "congr egation " and answered accordingly. Still others marked out the word
"church ," substitut ed the word "Christ " and
commented that "Christ meets all of my
needs ." Some added in the margin "the denomination , the Church of Christ ," and answered negatively.
This question and the answers reflect a
number of contemporary problems. First of
all, the word "church " can mean a number
of quite different things to different people ,
ranging from the ideal New Testament
church to an institutionalized , sectarian ,
social group. Furthermore , many who interpret "church " as the existing, social institution are negative toward it. Apparently
this was the reason that some substituted
the word "Christ. " This anti-church bias is
not peculiar to Church es of Christ; it is
clearly present in our culture in almost all
religious bodies , Protestant and Catholic. It
is, however, a somewhat more acute probMISSION

Positive ........................412 ...... ..38.5 %
Exciting ...................... 360 ........34.6 %
Moderate .................... 341 ........ 30.9 %
Liberal ................ ....... .322 ..... ... 30. l %
Negative ........ .............. 174 ........ 16.3 %
Profound ............... ..... 135 ........ 12.6%
Conservative ................ 74 ........ 6.9 %
Unfair ......... ................ . 71.. ...... 6.6 %
Trite ......... ........... ........ 59 ........ 5.5 %
Dull ............................ 36 ....... . 3.4 %
However they described MISSION, the
over-whelming majority of our readersagain, perhaps self-selected-believe
that
MISSIONmakes a needed contribution compared to other religious periodicals.
MrssION makes a
needed contribution 918 ........ 85.8 %
MISSIONis just
another journal ...... 70 ........ 6.5 %
assessment of MISSION ...
MISSIONis a
detrimental journal 63 ........ 5.9 %
On the whole, MISSION readers share the
We allowed our readers to list the things
concerns of the articles published in MIS- they like most about MISSIONand the things
SION. Of course, this is a self-selecting they liked least and to make further comprocess; presummably , a person would not ments. Frequently the readers liked the
subscribe to a journal which failed to speak openness of the journal and the relevancy
to his concerns. A few readers subscribe, as of the articles. As one retired , senior-citizen
one Arkansas reader put it, "so I can keep from Texas put it, "It provides a stimulus
current of what the far left element is doing to broader ranges of thinking necessary to
in the church."
keep the church, at least, abreast of this
The concerns of the articles usually are:
ever changing world." A Washington writer
Concerns that I have ..524 ....... .49.0 %
noted, "You may eventually open as many
Concerns which I
windows as John XXIII." An Arkansas
sometimes have ..... .497 ....... .46.4 %
teacher commented, "MISSIONis one of the
Hardly ever related
few 'places' where I can go and agree or
to my concerns .......... 39 ...... .. 3.8 %
disagree as I please." An Indiana reader
We asked the readers to check the adjec- said, "Some issues which need to be distives which they believe describe MISSION. cussed but are not and probably will never
Admittedly, some adjectives could be in- be discussed in the other brotherhood peterpreted in various ways. Some readers riodicals are openly discussed in MissroN."
also indicated that certain adjectives fit some
A few readers do not like the open policy
articles but not others.
of MISSION.They objected to the publishing of some of the articles on evolution and
Relevant ........... ........... 775 ........72.4 %
instrumental music. Some want MISSIONto
Open .......... ......... ......... 763 ........ 71.3 %
be open to divergent positions , but want the
Challenging ............. .....69 3 ........64. 8 %
editor to take a stand. A Tennessee reader
Intellectual .................. 689 ........ 64.4 %
spoke of "editorial irresponsibility" and said,
Provocative .................. 687 ...... ..64.2 %
"A Christian Journal should be firmly comFair ............................460 ........ 43.0 %
lem within Churches of Christ and the
Catholic Church since both bodies have
traditionally emphasized the importance of
the church within Christianity.
The church is meeting
most of my needs .... 387 ........ 36.1 %
The church meets
some of my needs ... .417 ........ 39.0 %
The church meets
few of my needs ....203 ........ 19.0 %
Whatever else these statistics may mean ,
they surely reflect a problem and a challenge for the contemporary church (however that term is defined). Even if it is
dogmatically asserted that the church is
relevant, a large number of people do not
experience this relevance for some reason
or another.
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I
mitted to an editorial position on major
issues-whatever
position it regards as
true." He went on to suggest that the editor should have at least stood against Neal
Buffaloe's article, "God or Evolution "
[April , 1969}. A New Jersey reader also
objected to editorial "super-neutrality " and
suggested that the editor should have replied to F. W. Mattox 's article "The
Christian College and Politics " [September ,
1970}.
Among those things which the readers
like least are, as one Tennessee reader put
it, "an over-emphasis on the faults of the
Church of Christ ," and , as an Ohio reader
said, "Its air of pseudo-intellectualism. " On
the other hand , a Massachusetts reader said
that "many articles are trite and irrelevant "
and a Pennsylvania reader suggested that
MISSION "could be more profound and
scholarly. "
We did not ask the readers to comment
specifically on Gary Freeman 's column ,
"Balaam's Friend ," but over 20 percent
volunteered comments. Those who chose to
say something about "Balaam 's Friend "
expressed themselves strongly , whether in
praise or in criticism. For some readers
"Balaam 's Friend " is the most meaningful
section of the journal , for others it is the
most objectionable.
Readers who commented on B. F .. ..... 224 ....... .20.9 %
Pro Balaam 's Friend .. 97 ....... .43.1 %
Con Balaam's Friend .. 119 ........ 53.1 %
Neutral comment ........ 8 ....____3.6 %
Nor did we ask for specific comments about
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Dudl ey Lynch 's feature article , "The Politics of H arding College" [April , 1970) ,
about 70 readers ( 6.9 % ) volunteer~d comments which ran four to one against the
publication of that article.

what next?
The Read ers' Survey has been a valuable
form of communication. The goal of MISSION has been and remains the mission of
the church in the contemporary world. We
believe that this mission demands , among
other things, a knowledge and understanding of the needs of people living in the
contemporary world. Although the Survey
samples only a small segment of the whole
world, it does communicate something to
us of the needs , frustrations , desires as well
as the joys of those who are our current
readership . Hopefully, the survey will help
us to focus more directly on the needs so
often described by the readers-especially
the expressions of the experience of meaninglessness in various contexts , including the
context of the existing church. To this end ,
many readers offered positive suggestions
which , hopefully , can be implemented so
that MISSIONcan come closer to fulfilling
its goal.
We hope that MISSIONcan live up to the
description given by an Indiana reader who
said that it "attempts to speak to the needs
of our time in a language that communicates."
And we thank you , our readers , for communicating with us.

Ill

MISSION

REVIEWS
The discovery

of love

Ev ery Wall Shall Fall by Hell en Battl e ( Hewitt
House Book Publications), $5.95.
Hellen Battle was valedictorian of the 1962 graduating class at Abilene Christian College. She
attended Vanderbilt University and the University
of Madrid. She went to German y in 1964 to study
theology at West Berlin's Free University where
she met the young East German whom she was
accused of helping try to escape.
0

0

0

0

0

It was snowing in East Berlin. The flakes, like
little drops of paint, rounded the ragged edges
of gutted buildings and frosted th e infamous Wall.
The snow brought with it a sense of quiet, of
peace . It was a prelude to the holiday season.
But for Hellen Battle, a young Americ an then
studying in West Berlin, it was the prelude to a
long involved chain of events. She crossed the
border into East Berlin to visit a friend, a young
man who had a dream of getting to West Berlin.
On the Eve of Thanksgiving, while visiting th e
mother of her friend, came her arrest by the East
German police, long hours of interrogation, a
monk ey trial, a prison term. The charge was
"escape help" and th e prison sentence ...
four
years.
In the months between her arrest in November
1965, and her release in February 1967, Hellen
Battl e developed from a naive, sheltered Tennessean into a crusader. She traces thi s development
as the book unfolds to relate her experiences.
Details of her imprisonment read like a chapter
out of a thriller mystery, but th ese details are
not of prime importance to her. What is important
is the self-revelation she had in prison.
"I was ready to give up . . . I thought my
situation was hopeless. Then I discovered love!
Lov e is power and the pow er comes from God.
By daring to believe in this love , I see the power
for a new revolution . . . one of human understanding . It does not begin with society, or th e
social structure, but with oneself ."
Upon her release, Hellen lunched with a U.S.
Stat e Depar tment official who had spent time in
a German prison. He said to her, "I love my
country above everything, don't you?"
FEBRUARY,
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To which she responded, "No, I am afraid that
my first loyalty lies elsewhere. My second loyalty
belongs to my country. You see, I have brothers
and sisters in every nation of the world, living
und er every race and creed in existence, even in
Russia. My first loyalty belongs to God and his
p eople everywhere ...
Would you be loyal to
th e American government even if a Hitl er came
to power?"
This is a book that will hold the reade r in its
grip until it is finished . . . a book that will long
be rememebered not only for the intriguing plot
and descriptions, but for its concept of truth and
view of life.
-Earline Perry

Earline Perry is the wife of Dr. Lowell Perry who
serves in th e Communications Department of Abilene Christian College. With her husband, Mrs.
Perry was involved in missionary work in Brazil
for some years.

A new work on evolution
Man's Origin, Man's Destiny by A. E. Wilder
Smith, ( Wheaton: Harold Shaw Publishers,
1970) , 320 pp., $5.95, cloth.
This book is an enlargement of the original German edition of 1966. Written by a scientist, a
scholar of unimpeachable integrity-having
three
different doctor's degrees as well as the F .R.I.C .
after his name-the book certainly has a remarkable message : the creation point of view is the
most reasonable. As shown by the author from
both a scientific and Biblical view it is a balanced
view on creation and the meaning of life .. But it
will be disturbing to most evolutionists of whatever variety, for the author will have none of
evolution in any form or fashion!
The introduction is largely concern ed with refuting the false ideas on spontaneous generation
and the coacervate th eory put forward by A. I.
Oparin and subscribed to by most of th e scientists working in this field. Dr. Smith asks, "If the
doctrine of spontaneou s generation is even on
theor etical grounds highly improbable, why should
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the whole idea of creation be so unpalatable to
scientists?" He boldly states that the pendulum
has swung too far toward materialism in biology.
Since evolution and atheism are state doctrines
for communists he wonders why numerous Christians are so avidly seeking to bring about a
harmony between evolutionary biology and Christianity.
Dr. Smith's view is that the two are thoroughly
incompatible. He says that Darwinism and neoDarwinism have been used all through the intellectual world as the main weapon against the
biblical doctrine of origins. This, he maintains
throughout the entire book, was the instantaneous
act of God, not the progressive creation of Dr.
Bernard Ramm nor the theory of the para-Adamic
race of Prof. von Huene, a noted theistic evolutionist of Germany! The creation of Eve as the
Bible gives it can by "no stretch of the imagination be considered an evolutionary process."
Dr. Smith believes that uniformitarianis'm, so
widely accepted by evolutionary geology, is answered by Peter in 2 Peter 3:3f. He asks why
evolutionists do not subscribe to the known laws
of thermodynamics. The main postulates of evolution-a slow chemical evolution, vestigial organs,
ontogeny, the fossil record-are, when viewed in
the light of the known facts, scientifically untenable! He is painfully aware that the biblical account or origins is not considered worthy of serious discussion in most intellectual circles today.
However, he says that it is the lay public who
is deceived, not scientists. This includes far too
many students, even in many Christian colleges
and schools.
There are excellent pictures of human and
dinosaur tracks in the Paluxy River beds near
Glen Rose, which this reviewer has seen for himself, also. Man's origin is not a process; man's
destiny is to serve God through Christ, His Soni
Too many are denying the very Lord Jesus Christ
because they cannot accept Genesis! Most of the
great universities and schools of higher learning
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are paralyzed by this "Weltanschauung"
world
view of evolutionary philosophy.
This book should be read by every Christian.
-Russell C. Artist
Dr. Artist is a professor of biology at Qavid Lipscomb College.

Books Received
WHO SHALL LIVE? ed. by Kenneth Vaux
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1970), 199 pp.,
$6.50, hardbound.
IS GOD NECESSARY? by Larry Richards ( Chicago: Moody Press, 1969), 160 pp., $1.95,
paper.
I GIVE UP, GOD by Bryan Jay Cannon (Old
Tappan, N.J.: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1970),
192 pp., $4.50, hardbound.
THE PROTEST OF A TROUBLED PROTESTANT by Harold O.J. Brown (New York: Arlington House Puhl., 1969), 282 pp., $5.95,
hardbound.
UNDERSTANDING
CHURCH GROWTH
by
Donald McGavran ( Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans, 1970), 382 pp., $7.95, hardbound.
DECIDE FOR YOURSELF by Gordon R. Lewis
( Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity
Press,
1970), 174 pp., $2.25, paper.
BE YOUR WHOLE SELF by Maxie D. Dunnam
(Old Tappan, N.J.: Fleming H. Revell Co.,
1970), 192 pp., $4.50, hardbound.
I HATE TO BOTHER YOU, BUT ... by William E. Hulme ( St. Louis: Concordia Pub.
House, 1970), 232 pp., $2.50, paper.
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Salaam's

GARY FREEMAN

Friend

Waiter, There's Too Much Mercury
In My Tuna Fish Sandwich
I'm thirty-eight years old. Tw ent y years ago I
didn 't know what th e word longevity meant . Back
in my salad years I neve r so much as jogg ed
around the hou se, and I was as sleek as Cassius. I
didn't know a clogg ed artery from tachycardia
and couldn't hav e cared less.
Shortly aft er getting marri ed I put on twentysix pounds. On a typical day my wife would fix
me french toast for br eakfast ( four pi eces, lots
of syrup) , she and I wou ld spilt a chick en ( cooked) for lunch, and for the evening meal we would
hav e a pork roast dinner with all th e goodie s. I
would put th e dark , thick gravy on everything
except th e chocolate pie. In thr ee yea rs tim e I
looked mor e like Jackie Gleason th an Cas sius. I
had not yet lea rned th e most mod ern beatitud e
of all: th e sleek shall inh erit th e earth.
About that tim e I took up smokin g. I was
nev er a thr ee-pack a da y man or anything. I
wa s what you might call a sneaky smoker, which
is th e most sensible kind of smoker for a fundamentali st pr eac her to be, all thin gs considered.
In oth er words, I snitch ed one h ere and th ere.
When I got together over dinn er with old fri end s
I enjoyed a few smokes. Smoking added to th e
conviviality. In tho se days I worried about lun g
cancer about like I worried abo ut buboni c plague.
Thr ee years ago, when I turned th e thirt y-five
yea r old corner, my persp ective wa s radica lly
altered. At thirt y-five I b ega n to realize that I
was mortal. Of course, in my mind I knew b efore
that , but at thirt y-five I b ega n to know in my
hea rt and soul. It was very depr essing . I don't
know what it was exactly that brou ght me to
stare into th e abyss . All I know is that , to paraphrase Nietzsche, th e abyss started staring b ack
at me. We were eyeball to eyeball-th e abyss and
I-and I blink ed first. That old abyss can outstar e most anybody. The whole experi ence grave ly und ermin ed my confidence that death is wha t
h ap pens to other people.
In th e bri ef span of less than six month s I
went from a careless, happ y-go-luck y eccentric,
who spent most of his new spaper tim e with the
sport s pa ge, to a craven , furtiv e hypochondriac
who read only Dr. Alvar ez' column, th e obituari es,
news of accidents, and any and every ar ticle
havin g to do with ph ysical health. At thirt y-four
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I didn 't know cholesterol from carbohydrates . At
thirt y-six I knew almost as much medicin e as
Chri stian Barnard and Dr. Kildar e put togeth er.
My first dietary discove ries were that mor e than
four eggs a week is an unh ealth y practic e, and
eating fried foods is a good way never to meet
your grandchi ldr en. I now eat exactl y four eggs
a week, and I hav en't tou ched fr ench fri es since
before th e days of th e Spiro-M arth a comedy team .
Tod ay, ,vhen I sit down to dinner, th e first and
only qu estion I hav e is, "Is th ere anythin g on
thi s table that is not pol yun satur ated?"
ext, I read th at smokin g can have und esirable effects-s uch as lun g cancer, heart diseas e
and emph ysema-a nd that a smoker takes an
average of eight yea rs off his life. Every time I
lit up after that I thou ght about those eight
years. How , I asked myself, can a smoker enjoy
a good smoke when h e h as a vision of a blackened lun g ge tting ready to go mali gnant at any
mom ent? To speak candidl y, it's a vision that
takes some of th e edg e off smoking contentment,
I wou ld say .
Th en I read a book called A erobics by Dr.
Kenneth Coop er. Accordin g to Dr. Coop er, most
coronaries are cau sed by lack of ex rcise. To put
it in plain words, he said run a mile a da y in
less than eight minut es or get ready for a great
pain in th e chest. Dear Reader , hav e you ever
run a mile? For th e last few days I'v e been huffing and puffin g throu gh a mile a day , and I
want to testify that jogging is one of th e most
boring and p ainful exercises ever conceived b y
mort al man. Dr. Coop er would hav e mad e a
great coach for , say, th e old Chi cago Bea r teams,
or th e ancient Spartans .
Last month th ere was an articl e in th e paper
to th e effect that one drink of alcoho lic beve rag e,
such a · a small glass of wine, destroys fifteen
million brain cell . Mull th at one over awhile.
Fifteen million. Now I know why Dean Martin
can't read tho se cue card s, and wh y Paul told
Timoth y to tak e a littl e wine for th e stonwch' s
sake. Paul didn't say anything at all about th e
brain. Who can spare fifteen million brain cells
on a regular basi s? Or on an irreg ular ba sis?
In any case, I'm doing what I can. You will
neve r know how relieved I am. I no longer worry
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about canc er, or heart attacks, or cirrhosis of th e
liver. I ea t oatmeal and an egg on alternat e br eakfas ts. I hav en't had a piece of chocolate pie for
thr ee yea rs. Every da y I ha ssle my bod y throu gh
a mile run. I hav e for esworn cigarettes . For safety's sake I trad ed our Mustang for a Jeep. Since
turning thirt y-five I've ea ten 950 head s of lettuc e,
225 pound s of wheat germ ( which sounds like

a mid western virus and tastes like crnshed straw),
and 3,275 ,000 sunflower seeds .
According to my calculation s, I shou ld live to
be 125, barrin g freak accidents , since a freak
never know s when he might have an accident.
Th e only thin g I have to fear at this point is
suicide.

Ill

FORUM
Waste of time
. . . As a minist er of th e gospe l I find many constructive thing s which consume th e hour s of my
day . On e of th ese thing s is stud y. By readin g
M1ss10N for th e pa st yea r, in retro spec t I can see
a terribl e was te of Cod's tim e. When I could have
been reading something worthwhile, I found myself entwined in th e imm atur e scraw lin gs of Cary
F reeman and th e "hot-h ead" attitud es of th e likes
of Dudl ey Lynch.
Roger Massey
Circl eville, Ohio

The more,

the better

Don Reece's po em [Decembe r, 1970] is fine, excep t-a nd thi s is a trifling point , yet one that still
detra cts from th e beauty of th e poem for me-h e
spells th e nam e Ahura Mazda as Ahura Madza .
Don Ha ymes and Don Reece h ave good articles .
Th e mor e, th e bett er of that sort-particu larly
Ha ymes. I also like all th e Dudl ey Lynch items
of th e past . . .
Larry McClun g
Princeton, New Jersey

Almost

l

worthless

I read Mr. Ha ymes' " at es on Revolution " [D ecemb er, 1970] and was struck aga in by man' s
flailing efforts to make wrong right.
Yes, I am over thirt y. And yes, some yea rs ago
fee lin g that th e old er genera tion of Chri stian s had
b etra yed th eir tru t, I took it on myself to b e th e
exampl e to th e flock. I'd show th em!
Aside from a few fatherless fed and educated ,
a few brok en lives tou ch d h ere and th ere, no
grea t social ineq uiti es \\ ere right ed . Out of thi s
determin ation , though , things were accomplished
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on me undream ed. I recogniz ed in me the Chri stian 's untapp ed stor e of evil so thinly guised behind nobl e deeds. I saw th e seemingl y best of
int entions so pollut ed by self as to make the
effort almost worth less. Peopl e who set th emselves
up as lea ders look too oft en behind to see who
is following. I lea rned that th e p erson who rant s
in order to be hea rd speaks over much. Better to
save th at phy sical and psychic energy and channel it in th e proper direction. I realized that in a
world of critici sm and chaos ther e is a place for
a person who mov es deliberat ely and grac iously.
He is th e one who has suffered, who sees, who
feel s for others , but recognizes thi s: hi s attempt
to relieve pain may produc e an even grea ter,
mor e intol era ble stress. He ha s met th e enemy
face to face, and like Pogo, he has found that it
is him self.
Winnifred R. Winship
Columbia , Missouri

EDIT ORI AL NOTE: Mr. Haym es did not "rant"
half as much as did the Methodist misswnary,
Colin Morris, in his pro-revolutionary book, UNYOUNG, UNCOLORED, UNPOOR (Abingdon
Press, 1969). Mr. Morris app ealed to th e Old
Testament proph ets as his mod el. "Their favorit e
weapon was the blunderbuss , and their hearers,
innocent and guilty alike, must hav e spent much
time digging the pellets out of their hid es. Aft er
all, each of those 'fat cows of Bashan' traduc ed
by Amos was probably somebody's moth er, and ,
a few at least must have been harmless, grayhaired old ladies. Goel sanctioned prophetic anger;
I hop e he'll do as much for mine." -RBW

Here tic for Christ
"On th e Trying of Her etics and the Burnin g of
Witches" by Don Reece [D ece mb er, 1970] . . .
is an excellent coverage of a most painful subject. My pra yer is that th e church will take a
MISSION

good look at itself in the light of this article and
end some of the witch hunts. . . .
Speaking as one who has been both "tried" and
"burned" by some of my brethren, I know the
feeling of . . . being · denounced as a heretic . . .
My heresies involved suggesting that we have
only one church in one community, that we have
a deeper and more personal study of the subject
of the Holy Spirit, that we concentrate on the
work of the elders for a change instead of the
authority, that we take another look at the word
"authority" in the light of the scriptures, that we
continue to consider the customs and traditions
within Churches of Christ and be willing to discard them when and if they cause division.
My suggestion that we consider rescheduling
our Bible Study and worship services on the
Lord's Day in order to have the opportunity of
meeting with members of denominations at 10:00
and 11: 00 in their Bible classes, much like the
Apostle Paul did, was immediately branded as
heresy ....
At another place, for suggesting that
we wait no longer in tearing down the walls of
hatred and prejudice between black and white
brethren, since the church was to present to the
world evidence that we are truly one in Christ,
I was labelled as a troublemaker whose "attitude"
was not right. ...

In trying to work with groups of Christians
who had been separated for years, finding out the
cause of division and then attempting to do something about it, I was looked upon with great
suspicion. "Whose side are you really on?" And
never once did it cross the minds of the prosecutors or executioners that I was merely trying to
be on the Lord's side!
But there is hope for these so-called "heretics."
Was not Jesus himself so branded? And were not
those who followed him the closest also so labelled? ... if we are on the right road after all! Let
us keep on keeping on for Him. It is indeed
CREA T to be a Christian!
Richard G. Bartholomee
Joppa, Maryland

Part of the Truth
I read with interest your articles on "Psychiatry
and Religion" by John P. Vanderpool and James
D. Bales [January, 1971). For me the involvement is partly personal, as my husband was a
psychology major ( he isn't a Christian) and part
of our differences in perspective revolve around
the issues discussed in the articles in question. It
occurs to me that the basic differences between
the two men do not relate to the basic issue at
all! Mr. Vanderpool is speaking from a view point
of "the real world;" he's asking the question:
how can these two areas of human endeavor work
together in serving men. Mr. Bales, on the other
hand, is concerned with how things should be;
he has left no room for human error in his view
of the church and its relationship to people. Vanderpool sees the church as a human institution
and is attempting to deal with it on that basis;
Bales sees the church as it ideally should be, free
from the problems which the addition of people
is responsible for. But both authors have part of
the truth.
It was a bit unfair to Mr. Vanderpool to print
Mr. Bales' article without either making it clear
( the pragmatic/idealistic
split) or giving Mr.
Vanderpool some opportunity for rebuttal. Perhaps you were assuming too much from the
reading public! . . .
Carol J. Nelson
East Lansing, Michigan

Appreciated
The recently received article by Wayne Willis on
a theology of Christian suffering [August, 1970)
was highly appreciated here. We all feel that such
articles come much nearer fulfilling the mandate
of the editors than some negative materials we've
recently seen . . .
Hilton Merritt
Kakamega, Kenya

EDITORIAL
NOTE: The suggestion that a
church reschedule its Bible Study and worship
services has merit, both with regard to finding
the most appropriate and meaningful times for
the members [see the editorial, "The Tradition of
Men," in the March, 1969 issue of M1ssION]and
with regard to allowing the memhers the opportunity to participate in the classes of other religious groups. In one Texas city a Church of Christ
has an 8: 00 service, which allows one of its members to teach a Bible class on the Pauline letters
in a local Presbyterian Clwrch.-RBW
FEBRUARY,
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M1ssIONForum is devoted to comments from
those whose insights on various matters differ.
Letters submitted for publication must bear
the full name and address of the writer. Letters under 300 words will be given preference.
All letters are subject to condensation. Address
your letters to The Editor, MISSION,5430 Ariel
Street, Houston, Texas 77035.
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MISSION Awards 1971
THE TRUSTEESOF MISSIONannounce their third annual AW ARDS contest.
As in past contests , the winning articles in the 1971 competition will be
selected from those published in MISSIONduring the publication year-July
1970 through June 1971. All types of literature-essay , fiction, poetry , drama
and critical analysis-are eligible for consideration. AW ARDS 1971 recipients will be announced in the late fall of 1971.
A new panel of judges will serve the 1971 contest. The judges are: Mrs.
Anthony N . (Bonnie F.) Johns , Jr. , literarist , civic-worker , teacher and
moth er, Glenarden , Maryland ; Dr. Thomas A. Langford , Assistant Professor
of English , Texas Tech University , Lubbock , Tex as; Mr. Allen Pettus , Executive Assistant to the Publisher , the Nashvill e T(?nnessean ; Dr. Derwood
Smith , Assistant Professor of Religion , Miami University , Oxford , Ohio; and
Mr. J. Harold Thomas , minister , the Westchester Church of Christ , Los
Angeles , California.
Entries will be judged on the basis of their effectiveness in bringing the
biblical message to bear powerfully and compassionately on the realities of
life in 1971 and / or their contribution to understanding as fully as possible the
world in which the church lives and has her mission. They must be consciously biblical in theology and show an understanding of the demands
made on modern man by the Christ of the gospels. They should explore the
scriptures for truth with a sense of discovery rather than to adduce prooftexts.
Articles must strive to show the relevance of Christianity to the predicament
of man in this age and display understanding of today 's cultural , political ,
social and economic context. They should show originality and creativityboth in style and content-and
will be judged on the basis of clarity of
expression , effectiveness of composition , audience appeal , and appropriateness of style in relation to subject matter.
Manuscripts for possible publication in MISSIONand consideration for the
A WARDS should be sent in double-spaced typescript to MISSION, 5430
Ariel Street , Houston , Texas 77035. MISSIONTrustees and members of their
immediate families are not eligible.

